Virtual Academy MOU: Significant movement has been made by both parties regarding the Virtual Academy/Independent Study MOU. Our bargaining team met with the district today and are optimistic that we will reach a tentative agreement at our next bargaining session on Friday, November 5th. Thank you for wearing your WSTA green shirts in support of our efforts at the negotiations table!

Thank you to all who have completed the 2022-2023 Contract Survey! Your feedback is the fuel that powers our negotiations. If you have not yet taken the 2022-2023 Contract Survey, please take a moment to fill it out, identifying the areas of the contract that you feel are particularly important. This will help WSTA Leadership focus on the topics most important to our membership. If you can, please provide details in the comments sections regarding the articles you have indicated.

If you have questions or concerns about the 2021-2022 school year in light of the pandemic or you would like to give input about the positions presented above, please contact WSTA at wsta.covid19@gmail.com.

WSTA Bargaining Team
Annie Chism - RB  •  Gwen Branin - RB  •  Tessa Heavlin-Martinez - SP  •  Brittany Hori - WMO
Jennifer Schumacher - RCHS • Brianne Dinelli - RCHS  •  Kei Swensen - CTA primary contact staff